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.University of Alabama football player Tony Brown was seriously hurt in a car accident early Sunday morning. He is said to be in a coma in intensive care at Birmingham's University of Alabama-South hospital. TMZ.com is reporting that a woman driving the car that
hit Brown, a female, and a male, was charged with DUI and reckless endangerment. Brown, 18, was a backup player on last year's team that lost in the national championship and was drafted in the third round of the NFL draft.Q: stl containers: indirect -> move

semantics and placement new (on an indirected container) I have the following container, which represents a binary search tree (thanks to stl): struct BTreeNode { BTreeNode* left; BTreeNode* right; BTreeNode* parent; int key; // Constructors BTreeNode():
parent(NULL), left(NULL), right(NULL) { } BTreeNode(int key): parent(NULL), left(NULL), right(NULL) { this->key = key; } BTreeNode(int key, BTreeNode* parent): parent(parent), left(NULL), right(NULL) { this->key = key; } //... } BTree is a boost::object, BTreeNode is

a boost::noncopyable class, BTree::balance() is implemented using std::stack: template inline bool BTree::balance(T &node) { if(height() == 0) { // New root m_root = new BTreeNode(); m_root->parent = NULL; m_root->left = NULL; m_root->right = NULL;
m_root->key = node; m_root->left = left(); return true; c6a93da74d
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